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Vittoria Energy Expedition partners with CARTO to bring mapping and location intelligence to renewable 

energy discussion in post-Hurricane Maria Puerto Rico.  

Today, Vittoria Energy Expedition (VEE) announced a partnership with CARTO, the leader in location 

intelligence, to chart the status and progress of renewables in post-Hurricane Maria.  The interactive, 

media-rich product will be the first of its kind providing site information for Puerto Rico’s utility-scale solar 

and wind power facilities – including hurricane impact assessments and operational status reports – as well 

as off-grid solar projects powering critical community services through recovery. VEE visited Puerto Rico in 

the aftermath of Hurricane Maria and crisscrossed the island documenting the state of renewables. 

“We couldn’t be more excited to work with CARTO on developing this great tool. A lot of the focus on 

Puerto Rico post-hurricane has been aimed at energy resilience and infrastructure. Renewables have and 

will play a positive role in this story.  We are looking for ways to put that story in front of experts, policy 

makers, energy developers and public audiences in an understandable and interactive way,” said Nathan 

Sermonis, Co-Founder and President of VEE. “Partnering with CARTO, a preeminent leader in digital 

mapping, will make that possible. The story needs to be told, and this will be a big part of making that 

happen. We will be visualizing the reality for the world to explore.” 

Vittoria Energy Expedition is a travel-inspired nonprofit organization connecting everyday people with 

current renewable energy innovations that not only fuel, but empower lives. Team Vittoria works at the 

intersection of technology, business, and policy to inform public discussion around energy decisions at 

home and in our communities. www.vittoriaenergy.org 

CARTO leads the world of location intelligence, empowering any organization and individual to discover and 

predict key insights through location data. With CARTO’s intuitive location intelligence platform, analysts 

and developers build self-service location based apps that help optimize operational performance, strategic 

investments, and everyday decisions. https://carto.com/ 
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